Emission diagram

Emission control system , in automobiles , means employed to limit the discharge of noxious
gases from the internal-combustion engine and other components. There are three main
sources of these gases: the engine exhaust, the crankcase, and the fuel tank and carburetor.
The exhaust pipe discharges burned and unburned hydrocarbons , carbon monoxide , oxides of
nitrogen and sulfur , and traces of various acids , alcohols , and phenols. The crankcase is a
secondary source of unburned hydrocarbons and, to a lesser extent, carbon monoxide. In the
fuel tank and in older automobiles the carburetor , hydrocarbons that are continually
evaporating from gasoline constitute a minor but not insignificant contributing factor in
pollution. A variety of systems for controlling emissions from all these sources have been
developed. In the crankcaseâ€”the portion of the engine block below the cylinders where the
crankshaft is locatedâ€”leaked combustion gases are combined with ventilating air and
returned to the intake manifold for reburning in the combustion chamber. The device that
performs this function is known as the positive crankcase ventilation valve, or PCV valve. To
control exhaust emissions, which are responsible for two-thirds of the total engine pollutants,
two types of systems are used: the air-injection system and the exhaust gas recirculation EGR
system. In EGR a certain portion of exhaust gases are directed back to the cylinder head, where
they are combined with the fuel-air mixture and enter the combustion chamber. The recirculated
exhaust gases serve to lower the temperature of combustion, a condition that favours lower
production of nitrogen oxides as combustion products though at some loss of engine
efficiency. In a typical air-injection system, an engine-driven pump injects air into the exhaust
manifold, where the air combines with unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide at a high
temperature and, in effect, continues the combustion process. In this way a large percentage of
the pollutants that were formerly discharged through the exhaust system are burned though
with no additional generation of power. Another area for additional combustion is the catalytic
converter , consisting of an insulated chamber containing ceramic pellets or a ceramic
honeycomb structure coated with a thin layer of metals such as platinum and palladium. As the
exhaust gases are passed through the packed beads or the honeycomb, the metals act as
catalysts to induce the hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides in the exhaust to
convert to water vapour, carbon dioxide , and nitrogen. These systems are not completely
effective: during warm-up the temperatures are so low that emissions cannot be catalyzed.
Preheating the catalytic converter is a possible solution to this problem; the high-voltage
batteries in hybrid cars, for example, can provide enough power to heat up the converter very
quickly. In the past, gasoline fumes evaporating from the fuel tank and carburetor were vented
directly into the atmosphere. Today those emissions are greatly reduced by sealed fuel-tank
caps and the so-called evaporative control system , the heart of which is a canister of activated
charcoal capable of holding up to 35 percent of its own weight in fuel vapour. In operation,
fuel-tank vapours flow from the sealed fuel tank to a vapour separator, which returns raw fuel to
the tank and channels fuel vapour through a purge valve to the canister. The canister acts as a
storehouse; when the engine is running, the vapours are drawn by the resultant vacuum from
the canister, through a filter, and into the combustion chamber, where they are burned.
Improvements in combustion efficiency are effected by computerized control over the whole
process of combustion. This control ensures the most efficient operation of the systems
described above. In addition, computer-controlled fuel-injection systems ensure more precise
air-fuel mixtures, creating greater efficiency in combustion and lower generation of pollutants.
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stories delivered right to your inbox. To prevent severe climate change we need to rapidly
reduce global greenhouse gas emissions. The world emits around 50 billion tonnes of
greenhouse gases each year [measured in carbon dioxide equivalents CO 2 eq ]. This means
there is no single or simple solution to tackle climate change. Focusing on electricity, or
transport, or food, or deforestation alone is insufficient. Even within the energy sector â€”
which accounts for almost three-quarters of emissions â€” there is no simple fix. Even if we
could fully decarbonize our electricity supply, we would also need to electrify all of our heating
and road transport. To reach net-zero emissions we need innovations across many sectors.
Single solutions will not get us there. Iron and Steel 7. Non-ferrous metals: 0. The
manufacturing of these metals requires energy which results in emissions. Other industry This
includes a small amount of electricity indirect emissions as well as all direct emissions from
burning fossil fuels to power transport activities. Road transport Sixty percent of road transport
emissions come from passenger travel cars, motorcycles and buses ; and the remaining forty
percent from road freight lorries and trucks. This means that, if we could electrify the whole
road transport sector, and transition to a fully decarbonized electricity mix, we could feasibly
reduce global emissions by Aviation 1. Shipping 1. This includes both passenger and freight
maritime trips. Pipeline 0. This requires energy inputs, which results in emissions. Residential
buildings Commercial buildings 6. Energy-related emissions from the production of energy from
other fuels including electricity and heat from biomass; on-site heat sources; combined heat
and power CHP ; nuclear industry; and pumped hydroelectric storage. Fugitive emissions from
oil and gas 3. This also includes flaring â€” the intentional burning of gas at oil facilities. But
under environmental regulations they need to deal with it somehow: intentionally burning it is
often a cheap way to do so. Fugitive emissions from coal 1. Energy-related emissions from the
use of machinery in agriculture and fishing, such as fuel for farm machinery and fishing
vessels. Wastewater 1. When this organic matter decomposes it produces methane and nitrous
oxide. Landfills 1. In these environments, organic matter is converted to methane when it
decomposes. Agriculture, Forestry and Land Use directly accounts for The food system as a
whole â€” including refrigeration, food processing, packaging, and transport â€” accounts for
around one-quarter of greenhouse gas emissions. We look at this in detail here. Grassland 0.
Emissions here therefore refer to the net balance of these carbon losses and gains from
grassland biomass and soils. Cropland 1. This affects the balance of carbon dioxide emissions:
CO 2 can be emitted when croplands are degraded; or sequestered when they are restored. The
net change in carbon stocks is captured in emissions of carbon dioxide. This does not include
grazing lands for livestock. Deforestation 2. Net forestry change is therefore the difference
between forestry loss and gain. Emissions are based on lost carbon stores from forests and
changes in carbon stores in forest soils. Crop burning 3. Farmers often burn crop residues after
harvest to prepare land for the resowing of crops. Rice cultivation 1. Organic matter in the soil
is converted to methane due to the low-oxygen environment of water-logged rice fields.
Agricultural soils 4. This includes emissions from agricultural soils for all agricultural products
â€” including food for direct human consumption, animal feed, biofuels and other non-food
crops such as tobacco and cotton. This means beef and lamb tend to have a high carbon
footprint, and eating less is an effective way to reduce the emissions of your diet. Nitrous oxide
and methane can be produced from the decomposition of animal manures under low oxygen
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in flames or put in electrical discharges, emit light at well-defined and characteristic frequencies
was known by the midth century. The study of the emission and absorption spectra of atoms
was crucial to the development of a successful theory of atomic structure. Attempts to describe
the origin of the emission and absorption lines i. Then, in , Danish physicist Niels Bohr
proposed a model for the hydrogen atom that succeeded in explaining the regularities of its
spectrum. An atom can absorb or emit one photon when an electron makes a transition from
one stationary state , or energy level, to another. Conservation of energy determines the energy
of the photon and thus the frequency of the emitted or absorbed light. When an isolated atom is
excited into a high-energy state, it generally remains in the excited state for a short time before
emitting a photon and making a transition to a lower energy state. This fundamental process is
called spontaneous emission. The emission of a photon is a probabilistic event; that is, the
likelihood of its occurrence is described by a probability per unit time. The absorption of a

photon by an atom is also a probabilistic event, with the probability per unit time being
proportional to the intensity of the light falling on the atom. In Einstein , though not knowing the
exact mechanisms for the emission and absorption of photons, showed through
thermodynamic arguments that there must be a third type of radiative transition in an
atomâ€”stimulated emission. In stimulated emission the presence of photons with an
appropriate energy triggers an atom in an excited state to emit a photon of identical energy and
to make a transition to a lower state. As with absorption, the probability of stimulated emission
is proportional to the intensity of the light bathing the atom. Einstein mathematically expressed
the statistical nature of the three possible radiative transition routes spontaneous emission,
stimulated emission, and absorption with the so-called Einstein coefficients and quantified the
relations between the three processes. One of the early successes of quantum mechanics was
the correct prediction of the numerical values of the Einstein coefficients for the hydrogen
atom. Many modern spectroscopic techniques for probing atomic and molecular structure and
dynamics , as well as innumerable technological applications, take advantage of these
properties of laser light. QED describes the interactions of electromagnetic radiation with
charged particles and the interactions of charged particles with one another. In QED, photons
serve as carriers of electric and magnetic forces. For example, two identical charged particles
electrically repel one another because they are exchanging what are called virtual photons.
Virtual photons cannot be directly detected; their existence violates the conservation laws of
energy and momentum. Photons can also be freely emitted by charged particles, in which case
they are detectable as light. Though the mathematical complexities of QED are formidable , it is
a highly successful theory that has now withstood decades of precise experimental tests. It is
considered the prototype field theory in physics; great efforts have gone into adapting its core
concepts and calculational approaches to the description of other fundamental forces in nature
see unified field theory. QED provides a theoretical framework for processes involving the
transformations of matter into photons and photons into matter. In pair creation, a photon
interacting with an atomic nucleus to conserve momentum disappears, and its energy is
converted into an electron and a positron a particle-antiparticle pair. In pair annihilation, an
electron-positron pair disappears, and two high-energy photons are created. These processes
are of central importance in cosmologyâ€”once again demonstrating that light is a primary
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Greenhouse gas emissions in the United States dropped last year after a sharp increase in , new
data released Tuesday show. The drop resumed a long-term downward trend driven chiefly by a
shift away from coal power generation. The story of the emissions decline has largely been one
of market forces â€”rather than policiesâ€”that have made utilities close coal plants in favor of
cheaper natural gas and renewable energy. In order to meet those goals, experts say, federal
policies will likely need to target other sectors that collectively make up a majority of U. Overall,
U. The previous year, strong economic growth and other factors had pushed emissions up
roughly 3 percent. The drop was driven by a nearly 10 percent fall in emissions from the power
sector, the biggest decline in decades, according to Rhodium. Coal generation in the U. Another
study , published in December, found a smaller but still dramatic drop for coal generation last
year. Renewable power sources such as wind and solar have seen sharp increases in recent
years as their costs of generation have fallen below that of coal. But natural gas has replaced
far more coal generation capacity than renewables. The fracking boom sent natural gas prices
plummeting, helping drive a rapid shift by electric utilities away from coal. But while burning
gas is cleaner than burning coal, natural gas power generation still emits carbon dioxide.
Emissions from natural gas power generation increased by more than 40 million metric tons last

year, compared to a drop of million metric tons for coal, according to Rhodium. Transportation
is now the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the U. That does represent a shift
after several years of small increases, but emissions remain about where they were before the
Great Recession started in Hannah Pitt, a senior analyst with Rhodium, said improved fuel
efficiency is helping slow or end the rise in emissions, even as people fly and drive more. In , U.
But the first three quarters of last year saw slower GDP growth of 2. A slower economy tamped
down growth in domestic air travel and also in shipping by trucks. Emissions from industry
rose slightly last year and are now greater than those from coal-fired power plants. Emissions
from buildings were up, too. And emissions from other sectors of the economy collectively
grew by more. The U. Meanwhile, the Trump administration has started the process of pulling
out of the Paris accord, and it has been working to roll back regulations adopted by the Obama
administration that limited methane emissions from new and existing oil and gas wells. These
other, harder to tackle sectors are an increasingly important piece of the story, and Pitt said
federal policies will have to target them if the U. Nicholas Kusnetz is a reporter for InsideClimate
News. You can reach Nicholas at nicholas. We deliver climate news to your inbox like nobody
else. Every day or once a week, our original stories and digest of the web's top headlines
deliver the full story, for free. ICN provides award-winning climate coverage free of charge and
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policy. Learn More. Because of their novel electronic configurations, fluorochromes have
unique and characteristic spectra for absorption usually similar to excitation and emission.
These absorption and emission spectra show relative Intensity of fluorescence , with the
relative intensity classically plotted on the vertical axis versus wavelength on the horizontal
axis. For a given fluorochrome, the manufacturers indicate the wavelength for the peak of the
illumination excitation intensity and the wavelength for the peak of fluorescence emission
intensity. It is important to understand the origin of the graphs and curves displaying the
excitation and emission spectra for a given fluorochrome. In order to determine the emission
spectrum of a particular fluorochrome, the wavelength of maximum absorption usually the
same as the excitation maximum is determined and the fluorochrome is excited at that
wavelength. The absorption spectrum of a typical fluorochrome is illustrated in Figure 1 a where
the relative intensity of absorption is plotted against the measured wavelength. A
monochromator a device that allows narrow bands of light wavelengths to pass is then used to
scan the fluorescence emission intensity over the entire series of emission wavelengths. The
relative intensity of the fluorescence is measured at the various wavelengths to plot the
emission spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 1 b. The excitation spectrum of a given fluorochrome
is determined in a similar manner by monitoring fluorescence emission at the wavelength of
maximum intensity while the fluorophore is excited through a group consecutive wavelengths.
The emission maximum is chosen and only emission light at that wavelength is allowed to pass
to the detector. Excitation is induced usually by means of a monochromator at various
excitation wavelengths and the intensity of the emitted fluorescence is measured as a function
of wavelength. The result is a graph or curve illustrated in Figure 1 a , which depicts the relative
fluorescence intensity produced by excitation over the spectrum of excitation wavelengths.
Several observations can be made from a typical excitation and emission set of curves or
spectra. There is usually an overlap between the higher wavelength end of the excitation
spectrum and the lower wavelength end of the emission spectrum. This overlap of excitation
and emission intensities and wavelengths illustrated in Figure 1 c must be eliminated, in
fluorescence microscopy, by means of the appropriate selection for an excitation filter,
dichromatic beamsplitter in reflected light fluorescence , and barrier or emission filter.
Otherwise, the much brighter excitation light overwhelms the weaker emitted fluorescence light
and significantly diminishes specimen contrast. When electrons go from the excited state to the
ground state see the section below entitled Molecular Explanation , there is a loss of vibrational
energy. As a result, the emission spectrum is shifted to longer wavelengths than the excitation
spectrum wavelength varies inversely to radiation energy. This phenomenon is known as
Stokes Law or Stokes shift. The greater the Stokes shift, the easier it is to separate excitation
light from emission light. The emission intensity peak is usually lower than the excitation peak,
and the emission curve is often a mirror image of the excitation curve, but shifted to longer
wavelengths. In order to achieve maximum fluorescence intensity, the fluorochrome is usually
excited at the wavelength at the peak of the excitation curve, and the emission detection is
selected at the peak wavelength or other wavelengths chosen by the observer of the emission

curve. The selections of excitation wavelengths and emission wavelengths are controlled by
appropriate filters. In determining the spectral response of an optical system, technical
corrections are required to take into account such factors as glass transmission and detector
sensitivity variables for different wavelengths. A typical fluorochrome absorption-emission
spectral diagram is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that the curves of fluorescence intensity for
absorption usually similar to the excitation curve for pure compounds and emission for this
typical fluorochrome are somewhat similar in shape. The wavelength shift between excitation
and emission has been known since the middle of the nineteenth century Stokes Law. Also note
that the excitation and emission curves overlap somewhat at the upper end of the excitation and
the lower wavelengths of the emission curve. The separation of excitation and emission
wavelengths is achieved by the proper selection of filters to block or pass specific wavelengths
of the spectrum as presented in Figure 3. The design of fluorescence illuminators is based on
control of excitation light and emission light by readily changeable filter insertions into the light
path on the way toward the specimen and then emanating from the specimen. It is important, in
view of low emission intensities, that the light source chosen for excitation be of sufficient
brightness so that the relatively weak emission light can be maximized, and that fluorochromes
of satisfactory absorption and yield be chosen. The efficiency with which the fluorochrome
absorbs the excitation light is known as the extinction coefficient. The greater the extinction
coefficient, the greater the possibility of light absorption in a given wavelength region a
prerequisite to ensuing fluorescence emission. The yield of emitted light is referred to as the
quantum yield, the ratio of the number of quanta "packets" of energy emitted compared to the
number of quanta absorbed usually the yield is between 0. Quantum yields below 1 are the
result of the loss of energy through non-radiative pathways such as heat or a photochemical
reaction rather than the re-radiative pathway of fluorescence. Listed below in Table 1 are
fluorescence quantum yields for a group of selected fluorochromes. Notice that some quantum
yields seem trivial benzene while others are very efficient Fluorescein and Rhodamine-B.
Extinction coefficient, quantum yield, mean luminous intensity of the light source, and
fluorescence lifetime are all important factors contributing to the intensity and utility of
fluorescence emission. In addition, the localized environment surrounding the fluorochrome
plays a paramount role in determining the characteristics of fluorescence emission. Variables
such as solvent viscosity, ionic concentrations, pH, and hydrophobicity in the environment can
have profound effects on both the fluorescence intensity and the lifetime of the excited state.
Fluorescence activity is sometimes depicted diagrammatically as shown in Figure 4 a termed a
Jablonski energy diagram. Prior to excitation, the electronic configuration of the molecule is
described as being in the ground state. Upon absorbing a photon of excitation light, usually of
short wavelengths, electrons may be raised to a higher energy and vibrational excited state, a
process that may only take a quadrillionth of a second a time period commonly referred to as a
femtosecond, 10E seconds. In fluorescence, during an interval of approximately a trillionth of a
second a picosecond or 10E seconds , the excited electrons may lose some vibrational energy
to the surrounding environment and return to what is called the lowest excited singlet state.
From the lowest excited singlet state, the electrons are then able to "relax" back to the ground
state with simultaneous emission of fluorescent light as illustrated in Figure 4 a. The emitted
light is always of longer wavelength than the excitation light Stokes Law and continues so long
as the excitation illumination bathes the fluorescent specimen. If the exciting radiation is halted,
the fluorescence ceases. This phenomenon is characteristic of phosphorescence, as shown in
Figure 4 b. In some instances, the excited electrons may go from the triplet state back to the
lowest excited singlet state and then return to the ground state, subsequently emitting
fluorescent light. This action takes a little longer about a microsecond or two than usual
fluorescence and is called delayed fluorescence Figure 4 c. Under other circumstances for
example, photobleaching or the presence of salts of heavy metals or other chemicals , emitted
light may be significantly reduced or halted altogether, as discussed below. There are specific
conditions that may affect the re-radiation of light by an excited fluorophore, and thus reduce
the intensity of fluorescence. This reduction of emission intensity is generally called fading or
photobleaching. Some authors further subdivide fading into quenching and bleaching.
Bleaching is irreversible decomposition of the fluorescent molecules because of light intensity
in the presence of molecular oxygen. Quenching also results in reduced fluorescence intensity
and frequently is brought about as a result of oxidizing agents or the presence of salts of heavy
metals or halogen compounds. Often, quenching results from the transfer of energy to other
acceptor molecules physically close to the excited fluorophores, a phenomenon known as
resonance energy transfer. This particular phenomenon has become the basis for a newer
technique of measuring distances far below the lateral resolution of the light microscope. The
occurrence of bleaching has led to a technique known as FRAP , or fluorescence recovery after

photobleaching. FRAP is based upon bleaching by short laser bursts and subsequent
observation of the recovery of fluorescence caused by the diffusion of fluorophores into the
bleached area. To reduce the degree of fading in some specimens, it may be advisable to use a
neutral density filter in the light path before the illumination reaches the excitation filter, thus
diminishing the excitation light intensity. In other instances, fading effects may be reduced by
changing the pH of the mounting medium or by using anti-bleaching agents several of the more
important agents are listed in Table 2. For digital imaging, photomicrography, or simply visual
observation, rapidly changing the field of view may also avoid fading effects. Mortimer
Abramowitz - Olympus America, Inc. Michael W. Microscopy Primer. Light and Color.
Microscope Basics. Special Techniques. Digital Imaging. Confocal Microscopy. Live-Cell
Imaging. Microscopy Museum. Virtual Microscopy. Web Resources. License Info. Image Use.
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DNA Gallery. Amino Acids. Religion Collection. Cocktail Collection. Screen Savers. Win
Wallpaper. Mac Wallpaper. Movie Gallery. Fluorescence Overview of Excitation and Emission
Fundamentals Because of their novel electronic configurations, fluorochromes have unique and
characteristic spectra for absorption usually similar to excitation and emission. Interactive
Tutorial. Fluorescence Filter Spectra Explore the overlap regions of fluorescence excitation,
emission, and dichromatic filter spectral profiles and how changes in the transmission
characteristics determine the bandwidth of wavelengths passed through various filter
combinations. Fluorescence Filter Cubes Discover how variations in the bandpass wavelength
region of excitation and barrier filters allow a specific band of wavelengths to illuminate the
specimen, and then pass through to the detector while all others are excluded. Excitation
Wavelength nm. Emission Wavelength nm. Quantum Yield. Acridine Orange. Jablonski Energy
Diagram Explore how an electron absorbs energy and transcends to a higher energy state
according to a Jablonski energy-level diagram. Once an electron is in the excited state, it slowly
relaxes through vibrational effects and can then drop back to the ground state by emitting a
photon fluorescence. Antifade Reagent. The most effective reagent for FITC. Also effective for
Rhodamine. Should be adjusted to 0. Reagent blackens when subjected to light exposure so it
should be stored in a dark place. Skin contact is extremely dangerous. DABCO 1,4-diazabicyclo-2,2,2- octane. Highly effective for FITC. Although its effect is slightly lower than
p-phenylenediamine, it is more resistant to light and features a higher level of safety. Used to
observe chromosome and DNA specimens stained with propidium iodide, acridine orange, or
Chromomysin A3. Global greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise, at a time when they need
to be rapidly falling. To effectively reduce emissions we need to know where they are coming
from â€” which sectors contribute the most? How can we use this understanding to develop
effective solutions and mitigation strategies? Below we look at the breakdown of emissions â€”
total greenhouse gases, plus carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide individually â€” by
sector. To prevent severe climate change we need to rapidly reduce global greenhouse gas
emissions. The world emits around 50 billion tonnes of greenhouse gases each year [measured
in carbon dioxide equivalents CO 2 eq ]. This means there is no single or simple solution to
tackle climate change. Focusing on electricity, or transport, or food, or deforestation alone is
insufficient. Even within the energy sector â€” which accounts for almost three-quarters of
emissions â€” there is no simple fix. Even if we could fully decarbonize our electricity supply,
we would also need to electrify all of our heating and road transport. To reach net-zero
emissions we need innovations across many sectors. Single solutions will not get us there. Iron
and Steel 7. Non-ferrous metals: 0. The manufacturing of these metals requires energy which
results in emissions. Other industry This includes a small amount of electricity indirect
emissions as well as all direct emissions from burning fossil fuels to power transport activities.
Road transport Sixty percent of road transport emissions come from passenger travel cars,
motorcycles and buses ; and the remaining forty percent from road freight lorries and trucks.
This means that, if we could electrify the whole road transport sector, and transition to a fully
decarbonized electricity mix, we could feasibly reduce global emissions by Aviation 1. Shipping
1. This includes both passenger and freight maritime trips. Pipeline 0. This requires energy
inputs, which results in emissions. Residential buildings Commercial buildings 6.
Energy-related emissions from the production of energy from other fuels including electricity
and heat from biomass; on-site heat sources; combined heat and power CHP ; nuclear industry;
and pumped hydroelectric storage. Fugitive emissions from oil and gas 3. This also includes
flaring â€” the intentional burning of gas at oil facilities. But under environmental regulations
they need to deal with it somehow: intentionally burning it is often a cheap way to do so.
Fugitive emissions from coal 1. Energy-related emissions from the use of machinery in
agriculture and fishing, such as fuel for farm machinery and fishing vessels. Wastewater 1.
When this organic matter decomposes it produces methane and nitrous oxide. Landfills 1. In

these environments, organic matter is converted to methane when it decomposes. Agriculture,
Forestry and Land Use directly accounts for The food system as a whole â€” including
refrigeration, food processing, packaging, and transport â€” accounts for around one-quarter of
greenhouse gas emissions. We look at this in detail here. Grassland 0. Emissions here therefore
refer to the net balance of these carbon losses and gains from grassland biomass and soils.
Cropland 1. This affects the balance of carbon dioxide emissions: CO 2 can be emitted when
croplands are degraded; or sequestered when they are restored. The net change in carbon
stocks is captured in emissions of carbon dioxide. This does not include grazing lands for
livestock. Deforestation 2. Net forestry change is therefore the difference between forestry loss
and gain. Emissions are based on lost carbon stores from forests and changes in carbon stores
in forest soils. Crop burning 3. Farmers often burn crop residues after harvest to prepare land
for the resowing of crops. Rice cultivation 1. Organic matter in the soil is converted to methane
due to the low-oxygen environment of water-logged rice fields. Agricultural soils 4. This
includes emissions from agricultural soils for all agricultural products â€” including food for
direct human consumption, animal feed, biofuels and other non-food crops such as tobacco
and cotton. This means beef and lamb tend to have a high carbon footprint, and eating less is
an effective way to reduce the emissions of your diet. Nitrous oxide and methane can be
produced from the decomposition of animal manures under low oxygen conditions. Download
the data used in this visualization. This chart shows the breakdown of total greenhouse gases
the sum of all greenhouse gases, measured in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents by sector.
Here we see that electricity and heat production are the largest contributor to global emissions.
This is followed by transport, manufacturing and construction largely cement and similar
materials , and agriculture. But this is not the same everywhere. If we look at the United States,
for example, transport is a much larger contributor than the global average. In Brazil, the
majority of emissions come from agriculture and land use change. On these charts you see the
button Change Country in the bottom left corner â€” with this option you can switch the chart to
any other country in the world. You want to reduce the carbon footprint of your food? Focus on
what you eat, not whether your food is local. Looking at the breakdown of greenhouse gases by
sector on aggregate is essential for countries to understand where emissions reductions could
have the largest impact. But it can often be unintuitive for individuals to see where there
emissions are coming from. The above charts looked total greenhouse gas emissions â€” this
included other gases such as methane, nitrous oxide, and smaller trace gases. How does this
breakdown look if we focus only on carbon dioxide CO 2 emissions? Where does our CO 2
come from? The global breakdown for CO 2 is similar to that of total greenhouse gases â€”
electricity and heat production dominates, followed by transport, and manufacturing and
construction. One key difference is that direct agricultural emissions if we exclude land use
change and forestry are not shown; most direct emissions from agriculture result from methane
production from livestock and nitrous oxide released from the application of fertilizers. In this
chart we show the per capita breakdown of CO 2 emissions by sector. This is measured in
tonnes per person per year. This allows us to better understand our domestic carbon footprint.
However, it does not correct for the goods and services we buy from other countries. The
distribution of methane emissions across sectors is notably different. This chart shows
methane emissions by sector, measured in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents. We see that,
globally, agriculture is the largest contributor to methane emissions. Rice production is also a
large contributor to methane emissions. Aside from agriculture, fugitive emissions produce a
significant amount of methane. This can happen when gas is transported through poorly
maintained pipes, for example. Waste is third largest contributor. Methane is produced in
landfills when organic materials decompose. In this chart we show the per capita breakdown of
methane CH 4 emissions by sector. Nearly all of our nitrous oxide N 2 O emissions come from
agriculture, as this chart shows. Nitrous oxide is produced by microbes in nearly all soils. But
the application of nitrogen fertilizers makes much more nitrogen readily available for microbes
to convert to N 2 O â€” this is because not all of the applied nutrients are taken up by crops. As
the application of nitrogen fertilizers has rapidly increased over the past 50 years in particular,
N 2 O emissions have also increased. But nitrous oxide is not only produced when synthetic
nitrogen fertilizer is applied; the same processes occur when we use organic fertilizers such as
animal manure. In this chart we show the per capita breakdown of nitrous oxide N 2 O
emissions by sector. There are four key elements to consider when trying to quantify food GHG
emissions. These are shown by category in the visualization:. Livestock â€” animals raised for
meat, dairy, eggs and seafood production â€” contribute to emissions in several ways. Manure
management, pasture management, and fuel consumption from fishing vessels also fall into
this category. They are the direct emissions which result from agricultural production â€” this
includes elements such as the release of nitrous oxide from the application of fertilizers and

manure; methane emissions from rice production; and carbon dioxide from agricultural
machinery. Food processing converting produce from the farm into final products , transport,
packaging and retail all require energy and resource inputs. Food waste emissions are large:
one-quarter of emissions 3. Durable packaging, refrigeration and food processing can all help to
prevent food waste. Reducing emissions from food production will be one of our greatest
challenges in the coming decades. We will need a menu of solutions: changes to diets; food
waste reduction; improvements in agricultural efficiency; and technologies that make
low-carbon food alternatives scalable and affordable. It all comes at an environmental cost.
Joseph Poore and Thomas Nemecek , in their large meta-analysis of global food systems,
published in Science , estimated how much of our greenhouse gas emissions come from
wasted food. In the visualization here I show the emissions from wasted food in the context of
global greenhouse gas emissions. Coronavirus pandemic : daily updated research and data.
Sector by sector: where do global greenhouse gas emissions come from? Emissions come
from many sectors: we need many solutions to decarbonize the economy. Energy electricity,
heat and transport : Machinery 0. Transport: Rail 0. Energy use in buildings: Unallocated fuel
combustion 7. Fugitive emissions from energy production: 5. Energy use in agriculture and
fishing 1. Direct Industrial Processes: 5. Waste: 3. Agriculture, Forestry and Land Use: By
country: greenhouse gas emissions by sector. Click to open interactive version. Where do our
greenhouse gas emissions come from? How you can interact with this chart On these charts
you see the button Change Country in the bottom left corner â€” with this option you can switch
the chart to any other country in the world. The breakdown of emissions from our diets. If you
drag the blue time-slider you will see the bar chart transform into a line chart, and show the
change over time. CO 2 emissions by sector. This chart shows the distribution of CO 2
emissions across sectors. Like total greenhouse gas emissions, this breakdown varies between
countries. Methane CH 4 emissions by sector. The breakdown of CO 2 emissions mirrors total
greenhouse gas emissions closely. The carbon footprint of foods: are differences explained by
the impacts of methane? The role of methane in the carbon footprint of foods. Nitrous oxide N 2
O emissions by sector. As expected, nearly all of our nitrous oxide emissions come from
agriculture. Wordpress Edit Page. Our World in Data is free and accessible for everyone. Help
us do this work by making a donation. Donate now. Some combustion emissions are included
from waste combustion outside the electric power sector and flaring of non-marketed natural
gas. Emissions are allocated to end-use sectors in proportion to U. Therefore, the sector CO2
values shown here do not match the values in the carbon dioxide chapter. Emissions are
subtracted from the transportation sector total. Additional direct emissions include emissions
from landfills, wastewater treatment, and commercial refrigerants. In addition, all agricultural
emissions are included in the industrial sector as well as direct process emissions of methane,
nitrous oxide, and the other gases. Also, emissions related to transportation refrigerants are
included. Source: Estimates presented in this report. CO2 emissions by end-use sector are
based on EIA's estimates of energy consumption by sector and on industrial process
emissions. CO2 emissions from the electric power sector are allocated to the end-use sectors
based on electricity sales to the sector. Non-CO2 emissions by end-use sector are allocated by
direct emissions in those sectors plus indirect emissions from the electric power sector
allocated by electricity sales. Data are preliminary. Totals may not equal sum of components
due to independent rounding. About the Report Contact information Previous Editions
Documentation Notes and Sources Glossary. You have learnt previously about the structure of
an atom. The electrons surrounding the atomic nucleus are arranged in a series of levels of
increasing energy. Each element has a unique number of electrons in a unique configuration
therefore each element has its own distinct set of energy levels. This arrangement of energy
levels serves as the atom's unique fingerprint. In the early s, scientists found that a liquid or
solid heated to high temperatures would give off a broad range of colours of light. However, a
gas heated to similar temperatures would emit light only at certain specific wavelengths
colours. The reason for this observation was not understood at the time. Figure The tube is
filled with a gas. When a high enough voltage is applied across the tube, the gas ionises and
acts like a conductor, allowing a current to flow through the circuit. The current excites the
atoms of the ionised gas. When the atoms fall back to their ground state, they emit photons to
carry off the excess energy. A discharge tube shown in Figure If a large enough voltage
difference is applied between the two metal plates, the gas atoms inside the tube will absorb
enough energy to make some of their electrons come off, i. These electrons start moving
through the gas and create a current, which raises some electrons in other atoms to higher
energy levels. Then as the electrons in the atoms fall back down, they emit electromagnetic
radiation light. The amount of light emitted at different wavelengths, called the emission
spectrum , is shown for a discharge tube filled with hydrogen gas in Figure Only certain

wavelengths i. Four lines are visible, and are labelled with their wavelengths. Eventually,
scientists realised that these lines come from photons of a specific energy, emitted by electrons
making transitions between specific energy levels of the atom. When an electron in an atom
falls from a higher energy level to a lower energy level, it emits a photon to carry off the extra
energy. Since a specific photon frequency or wavelength gives us a specific colour, we can see
how each coloured line is associated with a specific transition. The arrows show the electron
transitions from higher energy levels to lower energy levels. The energies of the emitted
photons are the same as the energy difference between two energy levels. You can think of
absorption as the opposite process. The arrows would point upwards and the electrons would
jump up to higher levels when they absorb a photon of the right energy. The second
representation shows the wavelengths of the light that is emitted for the the various transitions.
The transistions are grouped into a series based on the lowest level involved in the transition.
Visible light is not the only kind of electromagnetic radiation emitted. More energetic or less
energetic transitions can produce ultraviolet or infrared radiation. However, because each atom
has its own distinct set of energy levels its fingerprint! Atoms do not only emit photons; they
also absorb photons. If a photon hits an atom and the energy of the photon is the same as the
gap between two electron energy levels in the atom, then the electron in the lower energy level
can absorb the photon and jump up to the higher energy level. If the photon energy does not
correspond to the difference between two energy levels then the photon will not be absorbed it
can still be scattered. Using this effect, if we have a source of photons of various energies we
can obtain the absorption spectra for different materials. To get an absorption spectrum, just
shine white light on a sample of the material that you are interested in. White light is made up of
all the different wavelengths of visible light put together. In the absorption spectrum there will
be gaps. The gaps correspond to energies wavelengths for which there is a corresponding
difference in energy levels for the particular element. The absorbed photons show up as black
lines because the photons of these wavelengths have been absorbed and do not show up.
Because of this, the absorption spectrum is the exact inverse of the emission spectrum. Look at
the two figures below. In Figure It is the exact opposite of the emission spectrum! Both
emission and absorption techniques can be used to get the same information about the energy
levels of an atom. The dark lines correspond to the frequencies of light that have been absorbed
by the gas. As the photons of light are absorbed by electrons, the electrons move into higher
energy levels. This is the opposite process of emission. The dark lines, absorption lines,
correspond to the frequencies of the emission spectrum of the same element. The amount of
energy absorbed by the electron to move into a higher level is the same as the amount of
energy released when returning to the original energy level. I have an unknown gas in a glass
container. I shine a bright white light through one side of the container and measure the
spectrum of transmitted light. I have a hunch that the gas might be hydrogen. If I am correct,
between which 2 energy levels does this transition occur? Hint: look at Figure This means that
the substance in the glass container absorbed photons with a wavelength of nm. We need to
calculate which 2 energy levels of hydrogen this transition would correspond to. Therefore we
need to know what energy the absorbed photons had. The transitions related to visible
wavelengths are marked as the transitions beginning or ending on Energy Level 2. Let us find
the energy of those transitions and compare with the energy of the absorbed photons we have
just calculated. NOTE: The minus sign means that absorption is occurring. This is the same
energy as the photons which were absorbed by the gas in the container! Therefore, since the
transitions of all elements are unique, we can say that the gas in the container is hydrogen. The
transition is absorption of a photon between Energy Level 2 and Energy Level 3. The energy of
the photon does not correspond to the energy of an energy level, it corresponds to the
difference in energy between two energy levels. The study of spectra from stars and galaxies in
astronomy is i called spectroscopy. Spectroscopy is a tool widely used in astronomy to learn
different things about astronomical objects. Measuring the spectrum of light from a star can tell
astronomers what the star is made of. Since each element emits or absorbs light only at
particular wavelengths, astronomers can identify what elements are in the stars from the lines
in their spectra. From studying the spectra of many stars we know that there are many different
types of stars which contain different elements and in different amounts. You have already
learnt in Chapter 9 about the Doppler effect and how the frequency and wavelength of sound
waves changes depending on whether the object emitting the sound is moving towards or away
from you. The same thing happens to electromagnetic radiation light. If the object emitting the
light is moving towards us, then the wavelength of the light appears shorter called blueshifted.
If the object is moving away from us, then the wavelength of its light appears stretched out
called redshifted. The Doppler effect affects the spectra of objects in space depending on their
motion relative to us on the earth. For example, the light from a distant galaxy that is moving

away from us at some velocity will appear redshifted. This means that the emission and
absorption lines in the galaxy's spectrum will be shifted to a longer wavelength lower
frequency. Knowing where each line in the spectrum would normally be if the galaxy was not
moving and comparing it to the redshifted position, allows astronomers to precisely measure
the velocity of the galaxy relative to the Earth. The sun emits radiation light over a range of
wavelengths that are mainly in the visible part of the spectrum. Radiation at these wavelengths
passes through the gases of the atmosphere to warm the land and the oceans below. The warm
earth then radiates this heat at longer infrared wavelengths. Carbon dioxide one of the main
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has energy levels that correspond to the infrared
wavelengths that allow it to absorb the infrared radiation. It then also emits at infrared
wavelengths in all directions. This effect stops a large amount of the infrared radiation from
getting out of the atmosphere, which causes the atmosphere and the earth to heat up. More
radiation is coming in than is getting back out. So increasing the amount of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere increases the amount of trapped infrared radiation and therefore the overall
temperature of the earth. The earth is a very sensitive and complicated system upon which life
depends and changing the delicate balances of temperature and atmospheric gas content may
have disastrous consequences if we are not careful. Sign up to get a head start on bursary and
career opportunities. Use Siyavula Practice to get the best marks possible. Explain how atomic
emission spectra arise and how they relate to each element on the periodic table. Atomic
emission spectra arise from electrons dropping from higher energy levels to lower energy levels
within the atom, photons light packets with specific wavelengths are released. The lines on the
atomic spectrum relate to electron transitions between energy levels, if the electron drops an
energy level a photon is released resulting in an emission line and if the electron absorbs a
photon and rises an energy level an absorption line is observed on the spectrum. The difference
between absorption and emission spectra are that absorption lines are where light has been
absorbed by the atom thus you see a dip in the spectrum whereas emission spectra have spikes
in the spectra due to atoms releasing photons at those wavelengths. Describe how the
absorption and emission spectra of the gases in the atmosphere give rise to the Greenhouse
Effect. The following needs to be in your answer: in what wavelength range the sunlight reaches
the earth, the
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absorption of the sunlight and the re-radiation as infrared light, and finally the scattering of the
infrared light by the carbon-dioxide and how this scattering contributes to the Greenhouse
Effect. What colour is the light emitted by hydrogen when an electron makes the transition from
energy level 5 down to energy level 2? Use Figure I have a glass tube filled with hydrogen gas. I
shine white light onto the tube. The spectrum I then measure has an absorption line at a
wavelength of nm. Between which two energy levels did the transition occur? What is given and
what needs to be done? Find the energy of the transitions resulting in radiation at visible
wavelengths Figure Success in Maths and Science unlocks opportunities Sign up to get a head
start on bursary and career opportunities. Sign up to unlock your future. Exercise How do the
lines on the atomic spectrum relate to electron transitions between energy levels? Explain the
difference between atomic absorption and emission spectra.

